The Design of the Signal Generator Circuit for Single-Phase Industrial Frequency Power Based on XC2C64A

Abstract. The paper mainly introduces the new signal generator circuit of industrial frequency power based on XC2C64A, which focus all digital circuit in a CPLD chip, making simple structure and convenient debugging. And the general diagram, design idea, the benchmark waveform signal oscillating circuit, frequency synthesis circuit, phase synthesis circuit and D/A transformation circuit are given in the paper. The phase and frequency of the circuits are simulated.

Streszczenie. Zaproponowano nowy generatory sygnałów o częstotliwości przemysłowej wykonujący syntezę częstotliwości i fazy oraz przetwornik cyfrowo-analogowy. Układ bazuje na obwodzie XC2C64A (Projekt generatora sygnałowego napięcia jednofazowego o częstotliwości przemysłowej).
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Introduction
Power testing power is an important part of watt-hour meter verification device, according to requirements of electric verification regulation, power supply output in the sine wave frequency 45 - 65Hz continuous adjustable, phase need 0.0°-360.0° continuous adjustable. The traditional signal generator is composed by using many general IC count circuit composition of counting circuit, frequency dividing circuit, phase lock loop circuit [2-3], frequency synthesis circuit, phase synthesis circuit, data output circuit and D/A transformation circuit [4]. This signal circuit is complex, board area is big, debugging complexity. XC2C64A-CPLD is applied to the signal generator circuit of industrial frequency power, making counting circuit, frequency dividing circuit, phase lock loop circuit, frequency synthesis circuit, phase synthesis circuit, data output circuit and D/A transformation circuit to focus on a chip solved some shortcomings of traditional circuit. It is brought great convenience for the production and debugging of industrial frequency power.

The overall structure of the signal generator circuit and its working principle
XC2C64A is one CPLD from CoolRunner-II series. It is inherited the advantages of XC9500, having high speed, easy use and super lower power consumption from XPLA3 series[5]. Its delay time from pin to pin is only 3.5ns and Static current is less than 100uA. It has 64 macrocells, 33 I/O ports and an additional I/O group to support voltage conversion and the connection with other device. Adopting the special RealDigital technology from Xilinx Company, which realizes low power consumption and high performance, allows it to be applied especially in the low power consumption device widely. The overall structure of the signal generator circuit made of CPLD is shown as figure 1.
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Fig.1. The overall structure of the signal generator circuit

XC2C64A has serial shift registers and two 12 bits preset counters inside which can be used to count to 3600. Then the singlechip will sends the needed frequency and phase data into CPLD, and the CPLD will ensures whether is it frequency or phase data, by judging these two control signals of CTR1 and CTR2. One counter as a frequency divider of phase-locked loop circuit, will make the 360Hz double, and use the signal of frequency doubling as the address of needing voltage wave, which can drive the outer wave generator circuit, to generate the sine wave signal. The other counter as the wave address of current signal will drive current wave generator circuit[6] to generate current signal.

The frequency and phase data of the two sine wave signal will be sent into CPLD by serial mode. When CTR1 is enabled, the data is for phase signal, whose value is between 3000-0 and 0-600, show the phase value is between -60.0° and 0°-60.0°. The current counter’s output address data is added the input data from singlechip to form the address of the outer wave generator.

The principle of the voltage and current wave signals generator circuit are as follows: The sine wave data which is placed in the EPROM, will be sent to D/A converter, and then to form the needing voltage and current wave signals. The data which is written into EPROM are total 3600. It means that a sine wave of whole cycle is divided into 3600, and D-value of two adjacent data is 0.1°. The calculating formula is as follows:

\[ D = 7FH + 80H \sin \phi \]

where: \( \phi = 0,1,0,2,0,3...359 \).

The sine wave data are generated through Microsoft Visual C++ program, and then is written into EPROM by programming unit. One important point is the minimum value of this formula is 0, not negative.

The design of hardware circuit
a) The Design of Oscillator Circuit
The oscillator circuit is composed of 92.16KHz crystal and CD4046. The schematic diagram is shown as figure 2.

The IC CD4046 is composed of an oscillator and 14 bits binary system serial counter. The oscillator can be RC or crystal circuit. Considering the precision of the Oscillator, the paper uses a 92.16KHz crystal. The output frequency from \( \omega_0 \) port shown in the figure 2 is:

\[ f_{out} = 92.16K \times 2^2 = 360Hz \]
b) The Design of the Frequency Synthesise Circuit

The 360Hz frequency signal which is generated by oscillator circuit[7],through the phase-locked loop circuit composed of XC2C64A and CD4046,can generate new frequency signal for setting. The schematic diagram is shown as figure 3.

The XC2C64A has a pre-set frequency divider.When the singlechip sends data into CLPD, the counter which is constituted by CPLD begins to plus one continuously until its value reaches the pre-set data. At this time, the CPLD will send pulse signal which will be sent into the comparing input port of the phase-locked loop. Then the loop’s output frequency is:

$$f_{\text{out}} = n \times 360$$  \(\text{(3)}\)

The XC2C64A counts continuously by the frequency of $f_{\text{out}}$, and sends the counter’s state to its outer pins as the output address data of EPROM. The data through the conversion of D/A generates the output sine wave signal.

The frequency of output sine wave signal is:

$$f_{\text{in}} = \frac{360 \times X}{3600}$$  \(\text{(4)}\)

If X=501

Then: $f_{\text{in}} = \frac{360 \times 501}{3600} = 50.1\,\text{Hz}$

Obviously, the frequency resolution of this system is 0.1Hz.

c) the Design of Phase Synthesise Circuit

The output signals of industrial frequency power have both voltage and current signals[8]. If the voltage signal is sited to 0, by changing the phase of current signal and voltagesignal, the ahead or lag current signal will be got. The phase generator circuit for the core to XC2C64A is shown as figure 4.

After that the singlechip sends the phase data into XC2C64A, XC2C64A will see the data as offset address to plus it with the value from the voltage signal counter, to get the initial value of the current signal counter in the end. Because of the EPROM has 3600 data whose D-value of two adjacent data is 0.1°, each data correspond to an output data of EPROM. Therefore, the phase of voltage and current wave is:

$$\Phi = \frac{X \times 360}{3600}$$  \(\text{(5)}\)

If the input data is 301, the phase of voltage and current wave will be:

$$\Phi = \frac{301 \times 360}{3600} = 30.1^\circ$$

Obviously, its phase resolution is 0.1°.

d) The Design of Output Wave Circuit and D/A Circuit

The industrial frequency power has voltage and current data separately stored in two parallel EPROM working with 3.3V. The output data of those two counters in the XC2C64A is the output address data of those two EPROM. Then the data from EPROM will be sent to the same D/A circuit to be converted[9]. The circuit is shown as figure 5.

The data which is converted is the output data from EPROM. The D/A converter uses DAC0832 in the straight connection mode. The amplifier uses LM324. Then the output voltage of the ambipolar amplifier is:

$$V_o = (D - 128) \times \frac{V_{\text{ref}}}{255}$$  \(\text{(6)}\)

There into : D represents the output data from EPROM, whose value ranges from 0 to 255. $V_{\text{ref}}$ represents the referenced voltage. The output signal of this circuit is ambipolar sine wave which is symmetrical compared with X axis.

The simulation result of VHDL language program a) The Simulation of Frequency Synthesise Circuit

The data which is sent into XC2C64A is 450. It means that the synthetic frequency is 45.0 Hz; the simulation diagram is shown as in figure 6. Figure 6 is a simulation diagram which is amplified, $f_{\text{in}}$ is 360Hz which is generated by oscillating circuit, $f_{\text{out}}$ is 360*450 frequency which is produced by phase lock loop. ADDR is the output address data of XC2C64A, the output data controls the EPROM circulation to output 3600 sine dates, and realizes the signal to produce.
signal wave and biggest error at this point. The absolute error is: \( \sin 0.1 - \sin 0.0 \)
The relative error is: \( \frac{\sin 0.1 - \sin 0.0}{2} \times 100\% = 0.087\% \)

Obviously, low distortion rate of the sine wave like this is gained can by filter circuit.

**b) The Simulation Output Waveform**

The waveform got as shown figure 8 through simulating this system in MATLAB.

As shown figure 8, the signal waveform of this system is good, and is a high quality sine signal.

**Conclusion**

Comparing with analog power supply, the electronic power supply holds a leading position, because of continuously adjustable output, higher stable power supply and lower distortion rate. The phase synthesis circuit of traditional electronic power supply is composed of universal IC, as a result, has the following feature: complex circuit structure, high cost, high fault rate, big volume and great power consumption. However, by applying CPLD, the oscillator circuit has the character of CPLD, the cost and the labor intensity largely decreased.
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